Reliance of the Traveller: AN INDEX FOR NON-MUSLIMS

Reliance of the Traveller (Umdat al-Salik) 1,2 contains long sections on subjects such
as inheritance law and prayers. Aside from this relatively innocuous subject-matter,
Reliance is peppered throughout with laws that non-Muslims will find bizarre or
downright offensive and/or which conflict with American Judeo-Christian values or laws.
This INDEX is a compilation of references to these objectionable laws. The list is a long
one, yet is by no means exhaustive. It includes, at the end, a list of laws applicable to
non-Muslims (contemplate the sheer chutzpah of that!).
This INDEX lists each applicable section of the manual, indicated by a lowercase letter
of the alphabet, followed by digits, and the corresponding page numbers. Section "o"
contains those laws that most contradict Western norms of justice.
Note: The term "enormity," meaning "a grave crime or sin," appears in the list. Also
note that several of the laws forbid lying or dishonesty. It is, however, permissible for
Muslims to ignore these when the Islamic Doctrines of Deception ("taqiyya," etc.), are
in play.

Ablution, offensive to wash the left side before the right - e5.24, p.66
Abrogation (doctrine of) - r14.2, p. 752
Amputations for theft - o14.0-o14.6, pp. 613- 615
Amputees, washing instructions - e5.10, p.63
Animate life, prohibitions on depiction of - w50.0-w50.6, pp. 958-961
Apostates, death penalty for - o8.0-o8.4, pp. 595-596
Ahmed ibn Naqib al-Misri: Reliance of the Traveller (‘Umdat al-Salik’): A Classic Manual of Islamic Sacred Law, translated by Nuh
Ha Mim Keller. Amana Publications, 1999.
2
Reliance of the Traveller is the Classic Manual of Islamic Sacred Law. It was compiled by the renowned Muslim jurisprudent
Ahmad ibn Naqib al-Misri in the 14th century. It is the most authoritative source on the subject of Sharia (Islamic law), having been
certified by al-Azhar University in Cairo — the font of Sunni learning — as conforming “to the practice and faith of the orthodox
Sunni community.”
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Apostates, execution of - f1.3, p. 109
Apostates, retaliation against - o1.0, p. 583
Autopsies, listed as "enormity" - w52.1(119), p. 973
Beards, dyeing - w52.1(111), p. 973
Beards, Muslim - p75.16(2), p. 706
Beards, shaving unlawful - e4.1(2), p. 58
Beating child for missing prayers - f1.2, p. 109
Beating child for not fasting - i1.5, p. 280
Beating wife, permitted - m10.12, pp. 541-542
Christians, extremism in considering Jesus a god - p75.23, pp. 707-708
Circumcision - e4.3, p. 59; w52.1(368), p. 986
Dawa - a1.5m p. 3; o9.8, p. 602
Dhimmitude - o9.8-o11.11, pp. 602-609
Divorce from a child not valid - n1.1(1), p. 557
Dogs, considered filth - e14.1(8 and 14), pp. 95-96; e14.7, p.98; k2.2,p. 382
Drinking (alcohol), penalties for - o16.0, p. 617; p14.2(1), p. 662
Entire world for Islam - o8.7(20), p. 598
Fatiha, text of - w1.16, p. 833
Fetal rights - c8.2, p.43
Fighting non-Muslims - f16.1, p. 197
Figurative interpretation (of scripture), prohibition of - w6.2-w6.3, pp. 853-854
Finance, Islamic (worldwide applicability of) - w43.5(c), p. 947
Foundlings, considered Muslim - k28.1, p. 450
Frogs, don't eat - j16.4, p.363
Gambling - k29.5, p. 453
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Going to the lavatory, detailed rules for - e91.1-e91.6, pp. 75-79
Gold, prohibition on wearing - f17.6, p. 200
Hadiths, importance of - r14.3, p. 752
Hair, facial, women removing - w51.0-w51.2, p. 965
Hair, under arms and nostrils, plucking - e4.1(3), p.58
Haj, handling of luggage at - j5.1, p. 323
Hell, disbelievers the dwellers of - w55.3(4), p. 996
Hell, bridge over, from which disbelievers will slip into hell - v2.4, p. 823
Henna, women must dye their hands and feet with it - e4.4, p.59
Husband, allowed to forbid wife to leave home - m10.4, p. 538; m10.12(2), p. 541
Husbands, reference to prepubescent ones - n10.2(c), p. 572
Husband's permission required for wife to make spiritual retreat - i3.9, p. 296
Hypocrisy in belief consigns perpetrator to hell - r16.0, p. 753
Insurance, unlawfulness of - w42.0, p. 942
Interest, dealing in it permissible in enemy (i.e., non-Muslim) lands - w43.0, p. 943
Islam, eternity of (no abrogation of) - w4.5-w4.6, pp. 849- 850
Jews (and others), condemned to hell - w4.3, p. 848
Jihad - o9.0-o9.15, pp. 599-604
Jihad, permissibility to cut down trees, dwellings of enemies - o9.15, p.604
Killing one who says he need not obey sacred law, obligation to - s4.6, p. 789
King of kings, calling someone this is listed as one of the "enormities" - w52.1(169), p.
976
Knowledge, offensive, includes post-classical romantic poetry- a7.4, p. 14
Knowledge, unlawful, includes philosophy, magic (sleight of hand, etc.), astrology, the
sciences of the materialists, and anything meant to create doubts in eternal truths a7.2(1-6), p. 14
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Koran, arguing over it is unbelief - p64.2(3), p. 693
Koran, denial of any part of it is considered leaving Islam - o8.7(7), p. 597
Koran, literality of - w55.3(2), p. 997
Koran, not to be sung, etc. - w16.1(27), p. 877
Koran, personal interpretation of, not permitted - r14.1, p. 751; t3.9, p. 804
Koran, physical handling of - w16.1(19-23),pp. 876-879
Lesbianism, considered adultery - p17.3(3), p. 665
Liars, against - p23.1, p. 669
Lying, permissible categories - r8.2, pp. 744-746
Lying, unlawfulness of - r8.1, p. 744
Making love, offensive to speak while engaged in it - r32.7, p.767
Marriage, forced, permissible under certain circumstances - m3.13, p. 522; m3.15, p.
523
Martyrs - g4.20, p. 235
Masturbation, unlawfulness of - w37.0, p. 932
Materialism, as unbelief - w11.1, p. 868
Menstruation, lawful for husband to have intercourse with woman if he doesn't believe
she's having her period - e13.5, p. 94
Messengers of Allah, list of - u3.5, pp. 811-812
Metaphorical interpretation (only three permitted) - w6.2, p. 853
Mistranslation (of "I am my beloved's..." etc.) - w7.3, p. 857
Mocking a Muslim, pointing out his weak points, listed as "enormities" - w52.1(244), p.
981; w52.1(384), p. 987
Mosques, offensive for attractive or young women to pray at - f12.4, p. 171; f19.4, p.
212; f20.3, p. 214; f21.2, p. 217
Music, song and dance, prohibition on - q30, p. 720; r40.1-r40.2, pp. 774-775
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Mutazalites (who interpret scripture in figurative ways etc.,) decried as profligates w6.4, p. 854; w56.2, p. 1006; w57.2, p. 1009
Nakedness, man versus woman - f5.3, p. 121
Necessity trumps obligation to follow the law (e.g., you are allowed to eat pork if
avoiding it would mean starving to death, or - if praying at work at the prescribed time
would result in your being fired, you are allowed to perform make-up prayers at another
time) - c6.2, pp. 37-38; c7.2, p. 42; r32.1, p. 765
Nicknames, giving disliked ones an "enormity" w52.1(243), - p. 981
Non-Islamic scriptures (Torah and New Testament), textual corruption of - k30.6(6), p.
456; u3.4, p. 811
Nose, rinsing - e5.7, p. 62
Portraits, pictures, and photographs depicting animate life, prohibitions thereon - f17.9,
p. 201; p44.0, p. 683; w50.7-w50.9, p p. 962-965
Praying in a church is offensive - f4.14 (5), p. 120
Praying has to be public - f12.1, p. 170
Promises, breaking them an "enormity" - p75.15, p. 705
Pubic hair, necessity of shaving - c4.1(3), p. 58
Reason, use of it discouraged - a1.4, p. 2; w3.1, p. 844
Retaliation, those not subject to it (includes Muslims killing non-Muslims, those killing
apostates, parents or grandparents killing their children or grandchildren) - o1.2, p. 584
Right and wrong, based on scared law, not reason - a1.4, p. 2
Satisfaction and contentment with this life listed as an "enormity" - w52.1(36), p. 968
Semen, how to recognize it (characteristic smell, etc.) - e10.4(c), p.80
Sex, obligatory immediately for wife after husband asks for it - m5.0(a), p. 525
Shiites, attacks on legitimacy of - w56.2-w56.3, -pp. 1006-1007
Shoes, laws for cleaning - e6.6, p. 70
Shun those who Allah has condemned (this includes Jews), obligation to - t3.8, p. 804
Silk, unlawful for men to wear - f17.2, p. 199
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Slaughter, method (not necessary to cut the carotid arteries, only the windpipe and
gullet) - j17.4, p. 364
Smoking, unlawfulness of - w41.1, pp. 940- 941
Sodomy, penalties for - o12.1-o12.6, pp. 610- 611
Sodomy, death penalty for - p17.3(1), p. 665
Spouse's genitals, offensive to look at - m2.4, p. 512
Suicide, considered an "enormity" - w52.1(296), p. 984
Sunna of Muhammad, meaning and importance of - w29.2, pp. 908-914
Television, illegality - w50.10, pp. 964-965
Tight clothing that discloses size of genitals, offensive for men to wear - f17.1, p. 199
Torment in one's grave, for not freeing oneself of all traces of urine - p31.2, p. 674
Torment of the grave, obligation to believe in - v2.2, pp. 822-823
Truth, it is one of the worst betrayals when you do not speak it - t3.6, p. 804 (an
exception is lying in "war" - r8.2, p. 745)
Two-facedness, listed as an "enormity" - p45.1(2), p.684
Wife, marital obligations - w45.1-w45.2, pp. 948- 949
Wife, prepubescent, references to - n2.3, p. 559
Wigs, Allah's curse on women who wear them - p59.1, p. 691; w51.1, p. 965
Wine, cursed by Allah - p14.2(2), p. 662
Women, invalidity of leadership by - o25.3(d), p.641
Women, obeying them equated with mens' destruction- p28.1(1), p. 672
Women, obligatory clothing - f5.3, p. 121; w23.0, p. 899
Woman, traveling against her husband's wishes constitutes an act of disobedience f15.5, p. 191
Zakat for Jihad - h8.17, p. 272
Zakat, not for non-Muslims - h8.24, p. 276
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Laws applicable to non-Muslims:
 Laws applying to ex-Muslims (apostates): Sections f1.3 (p.
109), o10 (p. 583), and o8.0-o8.4 (pp. 595-596)
 Label of "extremism" applied to Christians in considering
Jesus a god: Section p75.23 (pp. 707-708)
 Dawa (proselytism - part of Jihad): Section a1.5m (p. 3) and
section o9.8 (p. 602)
 The laws of dhimmitude: Sections o9.8-o11.11 (pp. 602609)
 Dogs considered filth: Sections e14.1 (8 and 14) (pp. 9596), e14.7 (p. 98), and k2.2 (p. 382)
 The entire world for Islam: Section o8.7(20) (p. 598)
 The text of the Fatiha prayer, repeated 17 times daily by
devout Muslims: Section w1.16 (p. 833)
 Fighting non-Muslims: Section f16.1 (p. 197)
 The worldwide applicability of Islamic finance (which
includes funding Jihad): Section w43.5(c) (p. 947)
 Disbelievers the dwellers of Hell: Section w55.3(4) (p. 996)
 The bridge over Hell from which disbelievers will fall:
Section v2.4 (p. 823)
 Jews (and others) condemned to Hell: Section w4.3 (p. 848)
 Jihad: Sections o9.0-o9.15 (pp. 599-604)
 Physical handling of the Koran: Section w16.1(19-23) (pp.
876-879)
 The textual corruption inherent in the non-Islamic scriptures:
Sections k30.6(6) (p. 456) and u3.4 (p. 811)
 Those killing apostates are not subject to retaliation: Section
o1.2 (p. 584)
 Obligation to shun those whom Allah has condemned
(includes Jews): Section t3.8 (p. 804)
 Zakat for Jihad: Section h8.17 (p. 272)
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